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There is a lot going on now for all 3 of us on the Military Team, so as I will periodically provide, here is a bullet 

summary of things I am working on:-Did a quick study of the Magic Bullet's pedigree for Jeremy this morning.-

Laura and I met with Jeremy today on our collateral duty projects (Oswald Records and New Orleans Records) 

and came up with some strategies and action items.-I've been working on final changes to the Humes 

Deposition for Jeremy, re: getting them over to the recording company and reassembling the changes when 

they come back.-David Marwell has tasked me to do a detailed chain-of-custody study of autopsy x-rays and 

photographs...he wants a chart/matrix, and all the appropriate documents attached.-I need to focus real soon 

on expanding the list of autopsy participants (and associated bystanders, such as the casket team and others 

who helped with any casket entries), and then get the list to Dave Montague so that he can seriously start 

finding their addresses and phone numbers. Before I can complete this, I need to go to NARA (Archives II) to 

check the BMS files for "Letters of Silence"--I need both the names, and SSNs/Serial Numbers on those letters.-

Continue working (in-between interruptions) on the Dallas Trip/Dallas Motorcade planning chronology...I'm 

still waiting for some cites from the researcher I called (George Michael Evica). Most of what is holding me up 

is just finding the time to focus and do some more reading myself.-I will continue to send out contact letters to 

autopsy (and related events) witnesses as Dave finds their whereabouts.-I have several ideas for questions for 

Karnei, Custer, Stringer, etc. if/when they contact us. END
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